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Welcome and Key Note Address 

The conference kicked off with a welcome made by Tubby Reddy (SASCOC CEO) and all protocol was 
observed.  

Gideon Sam (SASCOC President) then delivered the keynote address where he stated that the main goal for 
the conference was to “Forge the way forward” for National Coaching in South Africa. He said that by next 
year this time he wants to see five things achieved: 

1. Impress Wayne Goldsmith (coaching expert from Australia) with the changes he see in the SA 
National Coaching systems. 

2. Have all 9 provinces present their coaching structures, running programs and proposed programs.  
3. Have a national register of coaches 
4. Have a full time team of advisors with reference as to “What we are doing? How are we doing it? 

And how can we improve what we are doing? 
5. By June 2011 all 9 provinces will be represented in a Session of Sports Councils which will call a 

meeting of coaches, academies, universities and SASCOC or SRSA as to where the country stands 
with regards to National Coaching and where it is going. 

Next year questions will be asked as to “Have we done these things?” and there will be no excuses.  

 

 

Wayne Goldsmith (Australian Coaching Expert) – International High Performance Coaching Developments 
(How does SA compare?) 

Wayne mentioned that one of SA’s weaknesses is that we look elsewhere for direction with regards to 
coaching and coaching methods but as each country has a different culture and hence coaching should be 
SA specific.  

He also stated that coaching methods needs to change consistently and hence it is important to: Plan, 
Prepare and Perform.In order to do this effectively we need to see:  

Success as a moving target as levels are every increasing 
Creativity as important in sports coaching today 
Innovative techniques used as it is at your fingertips (masses of relevant information can be found at the 
click of a button) 
Good Leadership  

In order to produce good coaches we need to use the TEAMED approach:  

Train 
Educate 
Accredit 
Mentor 
Let them Evolve 
Develop 

The TEAMED approach for Coaches and Athletes must be married together 

Changes is important as we cannot have the dangerous attitude “That’s the way we do it here”.  



Status of SA Coaches 

We have stayed stagnant and it is time to go forward. 

 In the future coaches will need to be licensed.  

 There will be a National Coaches Commission and all Federations will need to conform.  

 This will be set up within a 6 month period (Note to self: Golf in SA has the PGA of SA which does 
this but we will need to tap into what they do).  

 Federations need to employ a National Coach. No longer a role for volunteers. This is imperative to 
take things forward with sport in SA.  

 Physical Education needs to come back into schools as compulsory 

 There needs to be a standardisation of Coaching Qualifications i.e. SA Standard. This info can be 
found on the SASCOC website.  

Healthy Nation = Sporting Nation 
 

Building Pathways & Excellence in SA Sport 

Funding needs to be found for coaches to spend more time with players. 

1 year from today the program should be worked out and initiated.  

Coaches are fundamental from beginning to end. 

Transformation & Sporting Policy in Pathway 

SA has a passionate sporting culture and active and winning nation. Sport fosters “Inclusive citizenship and 
nation building, human dignity, equality and freedom”. This is what coaches pass onto their players.  

Age 15-25 years old is predominantly where recruiting takes place.  

“Sport needs to reflect the demographic of the country”. By 2014 SASCOC will change sport so that it is 
transformed and successful.  

The first step in this process is a Coaches Commission being established. Proposals on this will be discussed 
until June 2011 when SASCOC will make a final decision on the developing of a framework for development 
which essentially starts today taking onto 2018. This framework will be approved pn 1 September 2011.  

It will consist of three pillars:  

1. Systems 
2. Coaches 
3. Impact 

Federations will fall into different categories when it comes to receiving funding: 

A – All on board 

B – less funding (Olympic sport) 

C – even less funding (Non-Olympic sport) 

 

 

 

 



School Sport in the Framework 

There is a White Paper on this on the SRSA Website.  

SRSA to promote sport development 

SA to continue to be an active and winning nation 

We need a strong base to produce champions and hence a pyramid system is important (Scottish Golf 
Union model too) 

The role of the Federation is to “Start at the beginning” 

Transformation is very important and must target:  

 Disadvantaged areas 

 Different races 

 All genders 

 Disabled 

SRSA’s primary focus is more participations and hence sport in schools. This will lead to better international 
performances which will receive funding according to a laid out plan.  

Strategic objectives according to the White Paper are for “access to sport” and to “take sport to the 
children” hence school sport is important.  

Resources must be maximised and there must be a set plan.  

At the end of Feb 2011 programs are to begin this includes school structures working with National 
Federations (at present soccer, cricket, rugby etc. only Category A sports). The SRSA will support the 
National Federations with this.  

Educators need to get accredited. The SRSA is ready for this !!! 


